Mechanochemical modeling of neutrophil migration based on four signaling layers, integrin dynamics, and substrate stiffness.
Directional neutrophil migration during human immune responses is a highly coordinated process regulated by both biochemical and biomechanical environments. In this paper, we developed an integrative mathematical model of neutrophil migration using a lattice Boltzmann-particle method built in-house to solve the moving boundary problem with spatiotemporal regulation of biochemical components. The mechanical features of the cell cortex are modeled by a series of spring-connected nodes representing discrete cell-substrate adhesive sites. The intracellular signaling cascades responsible for cytoskeletal remodeling [e.g., small GTPases, phosphoinositide-3-kinase (PI3K), and phosphatase and tensin homolog] are built based on our previous four-layered signaling model centered on the bidirectional molecular transport mechanism and implemented as reaction-diffusion equations. Focal adhesion dynamics are determined by force-dependent integrin-ligand binding kinetics and integrin recycling and are thus integrated with cell motion. Using numerical simulations, the model reproduces the major features of cell migration in response to uniform and gradient biochemical stimuli based on the quantitative spatiotemporal regulation of signaling molecules, which agree with experimental observations. The existence of multiple types of integrins with different binding kinetics could act as an adaptation mechanism for substrate stiffness. Moreover, cells can perform reversal, U-turn, or lock-on behaviors depending on the steepness of the reversal biochemical signals received. Finally, this model is also applied to predict the responses of mutants in which PTEN is overexpressed or disrupted.